
The Esteemed Afternoon Tea Society   The 7th Day of the Glorious Month of  
        September in the Year of Our Lord   
       Two-thousand and Two 
 

Minutes of the Most Glorious and Revered Afternoon Tea Society 
 
Present: Pardoner Rachel; Comrade Michelle; Boy (Rob); Herr Jordie; Lindsey Le 
Marquis;    Count Alex; Fraulein Tristan; Nik the Red; His Excellency 
Aviv; Sister Sarah of the    Order of the Phoenix; Lady Adam; Spencer of 
the Dishonoured and Fallen House    of Keys, Daughter of Jen, Princess Bride 
of Shame and Promiscuity, Bitch of     Adam 
(SOTDAFHOKDOJPBOSAPBOA); Mistress Alasdair from down the    
 lane; Lord Protector Milan. 
 
A) Call to Order and Adoption of the Agenda: 
 
 10:34 The Meeting was called to order in the Glorious Halls of Australia. 
 
 10:35 Agenda presented by Herr Jordie 
   1.  New Members 
   2.  Clubs Days 
   3.  Queen's Jubilee 
   4.  Website 
   5.  Alarming the Queen 
 
 10:36 SPENCER MOVES to move item 5 of the working agenda to item 4.  General 
   Agreement (nodding) ensues.  SECONDED BY BOY 
           ... Carried 
 10:37 Spencer demands silence while he updates the minutes. 
 
 10:38 BOY MOVES to Adopt the Agenda 
   OPPOSED BY MICHELLE for the purpose of adding new topics 
   Addition of Item 6 entitled "Marketing and Propaganda" 
   MOVED BY MICHELLE; SECONDED BY JORDIE 
           ... Carried 
 10:40 Boy and Nik the Red excused for finding hoochies / Drunky McDrunkerson 
(aka Lord Protector Milan) 
  
 10:41 Addition of Items to the Agenda 
   7.  Skulk Night 
   8.  AMS Elections 
   9.  Mergers and Acquisitions 
  MOVED BY JORDIE; SECONDED BY SARAH 
           ... Carried 
 
 10:43 His Excellency Aviv questions sanctity of the minutes;  receives first censure 
   of the year for calling it an "infinite loop of recursion". 
 10:50 Boy receives a censure for liberal use of the word "censure". 
 10:51 Adoption of the Agenda 
  MOVED BY BOY; SECONDED BY AVIV 



           ... Carried 
 
B) Roll Call of Members Taken; Introductions of Members Past and Present; Tea 
Drinking 
 10:52 Roll Call Taken 
 
 10:53 BOY MOVES to pass the tea; SECONDED BY AVIV 
           ... Carried 
 10:54 Boy receives additional censure for addition of "hoes" to hoochie repetoire 
 
 10:55 General Merriment ensues. 
 
 10:57 Mistress Alasdair from down the lane attempts to quell opposition and call the 
    meeting back to order. 
 
 10:58 Fraulein Tristan censured for opposing the speaker and attempting to  
   continue merriment - unsuccessfully. 
 
C) Agenda Items Discussed: 
 
1.  New Members 
 
 10:58 Discussion Begins 
   - Jordie asks how we'll deal with new members 
   - Michelle has been dealing with people requesting membership over 
the internet but feels a more permanent and ATesque methodology is required. 
   - Milan feels the gift system is holding true to the Glorious  needs of 
the most Benevolent Afternoon Tea Society and that as long as there is a request for 
creativity of gifts it will work very well for the Prestige of the ATS. 
    - many "quites" and "huzzahs" around the table. 
   - Boy declares his favour of favourtism 
    - Spencer reminds council of SAC policies. 
    - SPENCER MOVES to ban Murrey for life; SECONDED BY 
     EVERYBODY. 
    Note: Alex Opposes Motion    ... Carried 
     - Count Alex censured for opposition. 
     - Jordie asks for motion stricken from the minutes. 
      - ALASDAIR MOVES for alternate minutes; 
        SECONDED BY JORDIE. 
           ... Carried 
 
 11:04 Milan leaves and makes Nik his Proxy - causing Nik to hold two votes and 
therefore be the most powerful person in the history of the Most Righteous Afternoon Tea 
Society. 
   - (discussion continued) Motion for a guerilla war with the Student 
     Administrative Commission (SAC) 
   MOVED BY ALASDAIR; SECONDED BY SPENCER 
                 ... Unanimous 
   - Nik suggests some methodology of misinformation combined with 
panel interviews and other rigorous processes to cull the herd. 



 
 11:07 Milan Returns; many huzzahs 
   - (discussion continued) Motion for Panel Interview to become 
Standard Order for Admission to the Most Fragrant Afternoon Tea Society 
    - Friendly Amendment requires Alex to be at all interviews 
dressed as a tiger 
   MOVED BY ALASDAIR; SECONDED BY AVIV 
                ... Unanimous 
   - Alex receives a censure for speaking out of turn. 
 
 11:08 Speaking Shoe Adopted 
 
 11:09  Spencer declares concern for legality of ensuing discussion and wishes for it to 
remain private.  He suggests that the meeting go in camera which means that nobody is 
allowed to discuss the events to anybody else.  He proceeds to explain in some detail that it is 
a latin term and does not involve an actual camera.  Fraulein Tristan appears confused.  
Spencer explains again.  Fraulein Tristan speaks words and it becomes clear that he's either 
confused or borderline retarded.   
 
Spencer censures Fraulein Tristan in his mind; wonders what a shanking would be like...   
  Motion to go in camera 
  MOVED BY MICHELLE; SECONDED BY JORDIE 
           ... Carried 
          Note: Requires 2/3 
 
 11:19 Spencer summarizes non-confidential occurrences during in camera session 
   - Milan receives censure for suggesting we want singing members 
   - Motion to sue Dragonseed Club for discrimination in the Student 
Court. 
   MOVED BY ALEX; SECONDED BY ALASDAIR 
           ... Carried 
   - Alasdair to create Coat of Arms 
 
 11:21 Motion presented: 
  
  "Whereas the Most Glorious Afternoon Tea Society requires a sub-body 
befitting of  its most noble stature; 
  1.  Let it be resolved and known throughout the globe that We, the executive 
of the  Afternoon Tea Society, do create a sub-committee, by Executive Order, heretofore 
known as The Senate; for purposes of the continuation of the nobility of the  University of 
British Columbia and the furthering of expansionist doctrine throughout the region.  Let it be 
known, let it be embraced." 
  MOVED BY SPENCER; SECONDED BY MILAN 
           ... Carried 
 
2) Clubs Days 
 
 11:22 Discussion Begins 
   - Spencer mentions the idea brought up during the Tea Round of 
constitutional talk of having members sipping tea and (as per our charter) providing 



pretentious yet uninformed opinions on the quality of said tea with  video at the side showing 
same. 
    - Fraulein Tristan receives censure for thinking after he  
     suggests war with Clubs Days 
     - Jesus (Fraulein Tristan) receives censure for speaking 
      again. 
      - Motion to Rename Fraulein Tristan as Jesus. 
      MOVED BY ALASDAIR; SECONDED BY 
        JORDIE. 
           ... Carried 
 
 11:33 Sarah makes chart for people to man club booth 
   - Sister Sarah receives censure for being too organized. 
 
 11:34 Jordie named Clubs Days Coordinator 
   - Jesus declares communist intentions; receives a censure. 
    - Jesus names names of other possible communists; receives 
     additional censure for being a tattle-tale. 
 
 11:35 Spencer receives commendation for Greek joke. 
 
 11:36 Sister Sarah receives an uber-censure after it is revealed that her chart has 
the wrong days - therefore showing that not only was she organized (a most heretic offense) 
but poorly organized at that. 
 
 11:37 Spencer censured for Abuse of Power 
   - Spencer overturns censure 
 
 11:38 Boy receives censures thrice for rhyming Spencer and censure and then using 
   the terms "hoochies" and "hoes". 
 
 11:39 Boy prepares to leave for Totem Dance for aforementioned hoochies and hoes 
and is asked to provided information regarding Skulk Night. 
   - Boy claims that everybody can attend as "members" of the Geo 
Rocks (sp?) Club and also suggests asking the people running for 2nd Vice President about 
whether or not the Nefarious Afternoon Tea Society is allowed to have a team for Skulk 
Night. 
    - Jesus is confused by the fact that the EUS has free beer an has 
difficulty figuring out that it is every Tuesday from 12-1 at the Cheeze for said beer. 
     - Jesus almost receives a censure but Spencer is 
distracted by next event. 
 
 11:42 Lord Protector Milan receives commendation for drinking straight from 
the bottle.  Many Huzzahs provided for him. 
 
 11:43 Motion for Milan to go to Totem Dance and scream "Hoochie me up, 
baby!" 
  MOVED BY SPENCER; SECONDED BY ALEX 
                 ... Unanimous 
 



 11:44 His Excellency Aviv receives a commendation for a lewd joke that he did 
   not intend to make (or did he?). 
 
 11:45 Motion that being drunk is the best thing ever. 
  MOVED BY MILAN; SECONDED BY ALASDAIR 
           ... Carried 
 
 11:46 Milan and Boy leave for Not-So-Glorious Pursuit of Hoochies and Hoes 
 
 11:47 Motion to Merge Items 3 & 4 on the Agenda 
  MOVED BY SPENCER; SECONDED BY ADAM 
           ... Carried 
 
3/4) The Queen's Jubilee Tea and the Alarming of Her Majesty 
 
 11:48 Discussion Begins 
   - Jordie will contact appropriate government agencies for possible tea 
grant as discussed between Spencer and Mr. Stephen Price of the Arts Undergraduate Society 
(sprice@blaze.ca) 
 
 11:49 Floor provided to Nik the Red for discussion of Alarming Her Majesty. 
   - Nik informs the council that his mother, a B.C. Supreme Court 
Justice, has written and signed a Standing Acquittal for all members of the Afternoon Tea 
Society in regards to the law against "Alarming Her  Majesty" (heretofore known as The 
Alarming Edict). 
    - nobody has been charged with this crime in over a century. 
     - punishment is life imprisonment. 
    - Alex suggests having Boy call Her Majesty a "hoochie". 
     - Alex receives commendation for suggestion. 
    - Spencer will contact the Student Legal Fund Society to have 
legal representation analyze the Edict and inform us as to what "alarming"  means, how one 
would "alarm" Her Majesty, and whether or not "alarming" is currently covered under other 
laws in the Criminal Code of Canada. 
    - Spencer discusses contstitutional ramifications of "alarming 
Her Majesty" in terms of the constitution of the Afternoon Tea Society and the Canada Act, 
1982. 
     - General Agreement shows preference for going down 
in history as the group that challenged the authority of Her  Majesty and starting the 
Canadian republican movement. 
 
 11:58 Milan returns with "hoochie" in tow. 
 
 11:59 Council makes subtle "hoochie jokes" for several minutes. 
  
5) Afternoon Tea Society Website 
 
 12:03 Discussion Begins 
   - Lindsey discusses issues involved. 
    - currently has ugly colours. 
    - needs a server (AMS servers?) 



    - biographies needed by all and Le Marquis will bring a camera 
to      next meeting. 
 
 12:05 Hoochie leaves with Milan in tow. 
 
 12:06 New Guy (whom we are loathe to speak of and have therefore failed to  
   mention his presence to this point) receives a censure for speaking. 
   - doesn't learn his lesson and receives additional censure. 
 
   - (discussion continued) royal blue embraced by many with great 
huzzahs. 
    - Aviv suggest red because we worship engineers; receives  
     censure, sanctions, and a shanking because we so don't! 
 
 12:10 Lord Protector Milan and Hoochie return 
   - Jesus censured for speaking 
   - New Guy censured for speaking. 
   - New Guy brings colour wheel; however, he is not considered a 
full     person yet and Alex (who introduced him) receives a  
     commendation-by-proxy. 
 
 12:14 Ad Hoc Colour Committee created. 
 
6)  Marketing and Propaganda 
 
 12:15 Discussion Begins 
   - Michelle wants SW Marine Drive signs 
   - Jordie agrees but wants the slogans to be vague and mysterious. 
    - Hoochie speaks truth in dramatic equilibrium, preventing 
censure. 
   - Ad Hoc Propaganda Committee struck. 
   - Hoochie shows continued value in discussions about signs 
    - Student Court requested in regards to something Hoochie 
said. 
     - Jesus censured for thinking. 
 
 12:19 Spencer receives Uber-commendation for continued anti-Jesus censures. 
  
 12:20  Motion to force Jesus into wearing sandals. 
  MOVED BY MILAN; SECONDED BY NIK 
  OPPOSED BY COUNT ALEX; OPPOSED BY HERR JORDIE 
   - Jesus censured again for attempting to speak on the matter. 
   - Speeches for and against: 
    - Milan spouts gibberish 
     - Michelle, Rachel, Jordie, New Guy, Nik, Jesus, Alex, 
      and Aviv are all censured for speaking out of 
turn. 
     - Michelle censured again. 
    - Alex provides distinguished rebuttal against smelly Jesus feet. 
     - Jesus receives censure for outburst. 



    - Milan speaks again 
     - Milan censured for idiocy. 
      - receives another censure. 
      - and another! 
      - commendation 
      - and yet another censure! 
      - Nik receives censure-by-association. 
     - Lindsey censured for surly attitude. 
           ... 
Defeated 
 
7)  Skulk Night 
 
 12:29 Discussion Begins 
   - see discussions preceding Boy's departure (11:39) 
   - Hoochie invites Milan to room 
   - Milan appears awkward 
   - Milan declares love for economics and follows hoochie 
    - Milan receives uber-censure for prologuous events 
     - Spencer receives uber-commendation for word-
smithing of prologuous. 
 
8)  Alma Mater Society Elections 
 
 12:33 Discussion Begins 
   - Michelle says that all will run in this popularity contest. 
   - possibility of scanning pictures of other candidates and putting them 
on www.hotornot.com 
    - Milan receives commendation for idea. 
   - ATS members cannot campaign in popularity contest aside from 
poster at voting booth. 
    - Spencer is exempted but receives an uncontested censure. 
   - Nik asks if we're going to be ATS candidates or Stüdents for Stüdents 
    (with ü). 
   - General "Storm the AMS" talk ensues. 
    - Motion to rename "Storm the AMS" activities 
    MOVED BY MICHELLE; SECONDED BY ALEX 
           ... Carried 
    - "Storm the AMS" activites heretofore known as "ATS Fucks 
the  Vote!" 
   - more discussion moved to Mergers & Acquisitions 
   - Ad Hoc Conquest Committee struck. 
 
9)  Mergers & Acquisitions: 
 
 12:43 Discussion Begins 
   - List begun of groups we would like to take over. 
    - Wargamers 
    - Sci-Fi Club (Michelle commended for idea) 



     - club hopping (aka snowballing) decreed as official 
conquest policy of the Afternoon Tea Society 
     - possibility of scorched earth on the table. 
      - taking all club funds for boozy tea use and 
forcing deconstitution. 
     - Campus Crusade for Christ (and renaming of said 
club) 
     - Fencing 
     - Ukrainian Club (for purposes of abuse) 
     - Origami 
     - Anime (for purposes of deconstitution) 
      - Spencer censures himself for perversion 
     - Science One 
     - Pre-Optometry 
     - Big Rock Enthusiasts Worldwide (Non-Agression 
Pact) 
      - Aviv censured for confusing council. 
     - Ubyssey Publications Society (abuse) 
     - Reality Club (deconstitution) 
     - Student Legal Fund Society (abuse) 
     - Humanist 
     - Spartacist Youth 
     - Marxist Leninists (to be renamed Free Marketeers) 
     - Objectivists 
    - Spencer suggests possibility of tea grant money to pay for 
dues to these clubs. 
 
D)  Discussion Period: 
 
 12:58 Michelle concerned about lack of submissions for the newsletter 
   - Tristan, Alex, and Lindsey volunteer 
   - Spencer will write short column on the stresses of taking minutes. 
 
 1:04 Discussion of Spencer's title 
   - Lindsey wonders if he did complete his Impossible Task because his 
     name was published in the Inside UBC. 
    - discussion continues as to whether or not the the term was 
      "newspaper" or "publication of repute" - decided 
on "repute". 
    - discussion as to whether the Inside UBC is in fact a 
publication of      repute given that Mr. Chris Dingwall is the 
publisher 
   - to be discussed further at next meeting. 
  
 1:06   Kidnapping of Dingwall formally approved, as he is Prole #1, for 2am on 
Monday, September 9th. 
   - Ad Hoc Kidnapping Committee struck. 
 
E) Next Meeting: 
 



 1:07 Decided on sometime next week 
   - Jesus censured for speaking. 
 
F)  Submissions to Executive: 
 
 1:20 History of the Esteemed Afternoon Tea Society entered into the minutes 
as Exhibit    A. 
   - commendations to all except Jesus and New Guy 
   - Aviv receives pre-emptive censure 
    - Aviv tells joke 
     - censure confimed 
     - sanctions placed. 
   - Milan, Boy, and Nik are censured. 
   - New Guy speaks and is censured. 
 
G) Adjournment: 
 
 1:23 Meeting adjourned amidst great huzzahs! 
 
 
__________ 
Spencer of the Dishonourable and Fallen House of Keys, Daughter of Jen, Princess Bride of 
Shame and Promiscuity, Bitch of Adam 
SOTDAFHOKDOJPBOSAPBOA: pr 
 
Summary of the Meeting 
 
Censures (and censure variants):  48 
Uber-censures: 2 
Commendations: 21 
Uber-commendations: 2 


